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:
I consider the whole question of pastoral eounseli
is to open oneself to a study of the doctrine of man, or
more xo ratally stated, to arrfchropolo . . . t is essential
that any person who at >• to assist hie fellow hu&&n&
in a counseling relationship h&ve a full and flm gras
of Ml &r whole be in; . ft* the counselor, this under-
standing begins with himself and applies* to fcmaau in
relationship to hussan.
Qam of the rsost pressl? &&& on the part of the
is to open itself to the findings of the humanistic
psychologists. J or too long the doctrine of man, or
better, humanity, has been placed in s* vacuum which ignored
the sciences; iw the working of Cod in disciplines
other than theology and in writing other th«n the hi hie
has been ignored. In order to he ahie to listen to the
humanists and evaluate the reality of their thoughts and
words, it will he necessary to relinquish the fe&r and
defensiveness which characterises the thinking of wany
ristiiuis toward this discipline, ihe degree to which
the church is ahle to listen to the *tie pftjrtfeelogiffl
;
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will be the measure to which this key doctrine will be
illumined,
e of those who offers insights into the nature
man and has some understanding of religion as well is
Lverett Hhoetrum 01 the Institute of. therapeutic 'eyehole
i-anta ,oia, QfcliffflBlftJ hie anderst. bag of the fori-
ana direction of religion in lift is revealed in Xan ,
die -'vnni'Julator .
Wljpl needs to be said here about the place
ox religion la guiding ivior. A manipu-
lative religion is one that rtx**s*8 the inability
of aan to trust his own nature. Xt he cannot
trust his own nature, he needs soste external
religious system* An actualized religion is one
that stresses that the Kingdom of is withi
and that trusting one' tare is the highest for?»
of religion, in that on« is trusti? handi-
work, flfea role of religion in the first sense is
to ksep m&n more like a helpless child who constantly
needs the external help of tere and priests.
e role o.f religion in the actualized sense is to
foster self-^irectioc and self-growth. An internal
religion then becomes more «*nd more internal , 2hus,
the actualizing minister, px'iest or ratbi is seen
by the actualizing person as less a judr r- and
answer-giver and sore of a resource person, shari
and growing together with his parishioner. I e is a
consultant, not m Junior o ."
.
livery {sinister, priest, and rabbi who reads these words
will find himself reacting from his emotions, eo^e r>OHi-
tively, sorae negatively. For some it will be a threat
*erett I. S&ftfftttM, aan. I'he riipulatoy , (New York;
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to the very vocation they serve and to their personal
iaage ; others will taice It as an angry rtattamt which
seeks to .! ©stray the church and thoroughly misunderstands
all religion; yet other, ©yself Included, find & kernel
of truth which promises new hirth and & strong vitality
in faith.
It is with Hhostrur8*s critique of religion that 1
fcagin the task, it is an attempt to look at the lives
o! Jesus and t-t. raul in keeping with the principles of
actualization theory to determine to what, extent actual i-
sation Ray be consistent with their beliefs or their m
of functioning with persons.
.4 nee the concept ox self-actual i sation arises in
the writings of the late Afcrsfeaa . aslow, the task will
be begun at that point. fca understanding of the «el.f-
actuallslng person waa developed in Motivation am*
*?rsonality out of a scientific approach to the lives of
contemporary and historical Individual ft, here are a
series of characteristics which are consistently found In
euch persons; this will be explored for understand in* and
for relevance to or diehanaony with the .Christian life,
letar&sined these na^or characteristics I
attempted to define the concept of actualization, thfc
lives ana teachings of Jesus and I . aul will he examined
Ml
vt t& 2c \%wmtt% an at tl
. *A*
Ifor evidence of the presence and consistency of these item*.
re is little question in my mine t Jesus
sight well have been included in ^aslow's list oi actuali-
iters in spite of the fact that the records of hi© life are
tiased in favor of hira and raight have been unwilling to
include any negative aspects of hip life style,
.ivin# developed and clearly demonstrated the signi-
ficance and consistency of actual i *&tion with the style
life which is seen in the first century (admittedly
in a very limited scope), I will attempt to apply those
saise principles to the tasic of the pastoral counselor.
There are significant behaviors which lead to sel f-aetuall-
s&tion which can he a guide for the personal growth of
the counselor and his work with counseiees.
•!•« the task of searching for &n6 identifying
the components of the self-actual ising nerson V a
personal project. Kt was looking til tki pi rsonal answers
he sought for h variety oi problems, in tioing this, he
recognised that there were a ratss^er of persons who aeeisir,
had reached the state of bein# able to tieal with such
issues. he be^an to collect infonnatlon through his
various relationships, infona&tion which would allow hia*
the personal ?:ro*th *hieh he sought. I« found that &any
persons who sight have fit the category nicely aid not
want their lives studied. result, he turned to
J..,,
#« ft*v • :
historical figures and to contemporary figere* of a public
nature who could be stu<Ue# at ease irosa afar, t one
Lata he attempted to include a number »f youn?' people,
but it was soon discovered t&at virtually no youn/G? people
were able to achieve the &ort of self-actual isiation which
ha.d been fauna in alter subjects
•
looking at various imU vie.ual s* # there were certain
criteria used fur selection for the study. Vhe criteria
were both negative anu positive. Xm aOe.ition to • tifgpi
a
level of saturation, aaaltJ , ead eel f-fulfillment 5 ' they
were persona who had raoved into a motivation which was
•lAg* or I -?votlvate4 whlci iseuss in the next paragxaaa*
.-.low loosely describes self•actualization as full
uee aae
1 exploitation of talents, ear..-% cities, potentialities,
etc. , uch people eeeia to be fulfill ing themselves tad
to be tfoi«£ the best they are capable of: doin#, re
ue on ^ieteeehe'e exhortation, 'Be10— *hat thou art...!'
These potentialities may be either loiosyneratic or species-
s
wide.' la terms of the negative aspects which ruled out
ranaa . -as-low, toward a syeholoffy of ^-i:.. ,
(Kew vork: Van lioistrant Keinhold Company, 19&3), p. 71.
'irahaw I . aslow, motivation *\kh personality-, "net d. f





selection there were the presence of neurosis, psycho pathio
personality, psychosis or strong tendencies in these
directions; likewise, the presence of deficiency' or
otivation was also sufficient to rule out inclusion
in the study; even possible cases of psychosomatic illness
called for close scrutiny ;>rior to inclusion
]?he raatter of ' -motivation* 1 and" its converse,
-motivation,*^ is significant for the doctrine of &an as
well as for .^sslow's theory of eel f-aotualiis&tion, The
ejotivation theories have to C\o *itb basic neeas for safety,
belong!ngness, love, respect, mmi self-respect, ana of
the cognitive needs for knowledge and for understanding
.
:r-»otivation iaplies either the gratification, or
present, of these needs or the conquest of the needs to V^
the extent that they no longer serve as a primary motivation
for «ioin£ things. 3n tne other hand, .-motivated mit®ems
still lived with these needs as primary drives, tor
instance, the .-motivated person is ahie to love for the
sake of loving an£ the love becomes a rae&ne hy which the
beloved finds hiiaself and experiences a creative process,
'it gives hiw a sel f-iss&^e , it giVM him self-acceptance,




slow, toward a ] sycliologry or lein^ . p. *^.
Kmm
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vlng arrived «rsons who potentially
fell into the category of it4.f aytwll—g»« slow nil
ana rt -culled the listj he was ©ontinually adding at
deleting, eoaiing up wit- revised list of person? who
fit his growing definition anct concept of the healthy
person, jf the individuals who were finally »l»ct>l as
fitting the concept, nine are known: Lincoln, in his
last years; . .am&s ^effersonj Albert Einstein; .vleanor
Roosevelt; Jane atidaAtsf *illiais Jaaiee; Albert JehweitsEer;
?ous im*ley and v-nirosa. In addition there were fourteen
contemporaries who were studied to souse degree; nine of
these were interviewed; names and information are not
available, Aft#* studying the lives of these persons to
the degree that w&s possible, he arrived at a list of
characteristics which wag universal or nearly so, which
follows
;
1. ->ore efficient perception of reality and more
comfortable relations with it.
? m Acceptance of mJ I , others, nature,
5. .mtaneity,
4. Iroblesa centering.
5. vhe quality of detachment.
6. .-.utonossy.
7. ontinued freshnees of appreciation,
S, Ihe mystic experience.
:'.'
•
89, •iasahafts^efuhl - deep feeling of Identification,
sympathy, and affection with and for husrnn hei: .
tO. Interpersonal relations.
11. Bmi democratic character structure.
1? , yiscrirain^tJon between aieans and ends, between
good and evil
.
13. Philosophical, .anhastile sense of huaor.
14. urerttiveness.
15. resistance to tfneulturation.
16. laperfeetione
•
17. value b SMl self*actual i^ation.
13. -£h« resolution of dlchotOK-ie*••
In an effort to give a tsore clear understand ing of
self-actual! station it will he necessary to ciefine opera-
tionally each of the characteristics. In looking »t e&eh
of these characteristics, it will be essential that the
reader keep in mind that each of the® was thrived from an
analysis of the total impressions of every individual
involved in the study; they are parts which constitute
a consistent whole.
ore efficient perception o f reality an* nore
comfortahle relatione with it .
jfhifc characteristic was first observed as the caisacity to
detect spurious aspects of personality; in general it





9about persons In ;*n efficient Rjanner. it wan then determined
that this ability was not limits by relationships to
other people; in fact, it applied equally to areas sueh
as the arts, science ixna polities as well. It was first
called "taste" or •$ dgment with the implication that the
choices or <«>•!Hews made were relative, however,
with further study, thie capacity became store closely
related to the absolute and with that change the capacity
cane to he related to the ability to perceive correctly
ana: therefore to absolute, i.e. the ability to m what
really is.
xhere has been so«e evid«nee and there Ml some
propositions that state that Kan*s ability to perceive is
affected by hi;- ?ee of health and by his degree of
^-Motivation. Xhsre is little question that the physio-
logical perceptions can be disturbed by neurotic inefficiency;
they can «lso be disturbed by *ish desire $.n& prejudice
which are str otlvations in the ^deficient' parson.
km self~actu*di£ed person has a relationship with
reality which does not require conscious knowledge.
;ier there is dependence upon the ability to predict or
make valid assumptions which can be trusted. For this
son, there is little fear of the unknown in these
persons; not only are they not threatened by the unknown,
but they are quite coir.fortft.b3 e with it and often seek it
o# «qldaaoJt^Al»a x;i fe»*j tad*
44*11 ai ii4 ,\&fiJ* rxe.ij- 1*
i j* a rii 64 fet < J #aao
.
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out. ihe known an4 the unknown apparently exist as a
whole *hen one or the other predominates there is
no need to organise their personality to control anxiety
or organise the data. .-ouVt as well as certainty can be
accepted and utilised as a challenge.
acceptance (self, others, nature ). ?he hase upon
which this characteristic is built i* that of a relative
lack of 'overriding guilt, of crippling shame, and of
extreme or severe anxiety.* i'hese rmr&Qnz tend to be
afcle to accept their own ImWfttJTi which includes their
frailities an<l weaknesses with little real concern j both
the good and the bad aspects of that hursanity are recognised
as aspects of the natural wor3 . IMMMM they can see
the whole of themselves as natural, there is no destructive
iapulse which aanifests itself as guilt or shame. Die
Batumi functions, which are primarily biological 9 are
manifestations of their so-called animal nature which they
participate in heartily without regret or shame; they are
also accepting of the tody functions which produce disgust
or aversions in the neurotics or leas healthy persons, guch
as tiouy products and odor?, and foofl annoyances.
$»sfaalov •
. Ovation and ;;>.rsonslity , p. '<5$.
«f ffft9 vtrth
fcMMD
r - - .-.













Closely related to acceptance of self antf others is
a certain naturalness? «&ich influences *,12 their relation-
ships. 2h«y have a distinct lack ox protective coloration
or delenaiveness and they have a distaste for these sasse
pones in others, Ihey find little need for these Mechanises
since they are weed as a means to hide or excuse ohortcomings
11 of this acceptance is not to say that there is &
eoarplete lack of guilt, shane, anxiety, etc. in such
persons, hather* it is to say thet there is a lack of
unnecessary or unrealistic £ui3t. I'nase persons tend to
feel £uilt at those things in which there is a chance
of improvement which has not taken place j they are guilty
when there is a discrepancy between what is and what eight be,
oontaniety, simplicity, naturalness . Ifhis character^
istlc has to do with the area of behavior; their behavior
is such that there ie little artificiality or straining
to produce desired effects for other persons. owever,
the implication of the words "spontaneity' and ^naturalness*
iaply that there is nuch less dependence upon others for
standards of behavior. In fact, the self-actual!zing
person is known to fce one in whore there is freedom to
participate in unconventional behavior. This sasie person
is so awar* of the needs of others ana their vulnerability
to hurt or misunderstanding that he frequently accepts
conventionality as one Right ft cape or cloak? in this way
m ww




he is able to adopt the conventionality with ease or reject-
ion rttffrttwg upon the company in which he finds hiatself.
fee has no neert to defend his unconventional behavior and
therefore, refuses to ia&ke great itssues out of tMjga
*&iicn are trivial in nature .
In addition to his basic behavior, this estate spontaniety
and simplicity nrst found in hie inner lite, tlmjfrfri and
impulses, /nere is little external control which is
acceptable except to the extent that it is voluntarily
assumed,
e whole question of ethics is affected by this
characteristic. 'i.'he eelf-&ctualiy<+rs have a strong code
of personal ethics, but they are not necessarily conventional.
In fact, they are inclined to Y?e relatively autonomous
individuals.
. ro til fc a yent e ri na . iJhe self-actu&lising r>crson tends
to fce focused on prohiess which lie outside himself. In
other words, most of his energy is consumed in the service
ox' meeting demands which lie within the physical and eoci
environment . M is seen as one who is driven cy a cause,
a cause which he might not necessarily choose. The c&use
is so&ething which seems to eosae to his as a natural obli-
gation. *>uch causes are not usually those which relate to
the needs of particular individuals. Katfe**, they are group
'<






centered, i'hey aay fee seen to be smcfc more related to
the good of nankins fcfeaa to any one person; they are
particularly free froes national feelings or interests in
wost oases as will be shown in the seetio: with
resistance to eneulturation. the earn as w: enlist the
)ort of these persons mnXront basic issues and question©
of an eternal nature. Jney have an extreacly wide fraise
of reference; they are of universal Interest and are
seemingly more concerned with a scope of tirae in terms of
achievement rather than the moment. In this centering of
themselves, they seem to flftll a certain serenity and lack
of worry over the iauaecti&te concerns; they seep? also tu
rise above small things ana to be l I up in a worla with
tremendous horizons. It g?ust be csgphaul xcd that these
causes are not serving the needs of the self-actualizing
person which accounts tor the fact that the need to achieve
*-now" is one tempered by the potential for doing more with
patience.
Efrf llfty1 * *? of detachment, the need for privacy .
of the notable qualities at the self-actualired person
is the ability to function with a ouality of detachment
from the physical and social environment. In opposition
to what is considered * normal he is able to enter into a
solitary state without team or discomfort to hiwself; a*








ufi the average person and so seek out times when he is
detached xrora the demands that persons may place upon hiw,
>,ven when he is within the social situation, he is likely
to rise above the tensions and strong involvement with it;
he achieves a serenity, a e&lsmess, a reserve. his
reserve provides a sense 01 objectivity in relationship
to the situation* /his objectivity i& closely related to
the ability to concentrate intensely to the point of be-
coming oblivious to the environment. This quality is
sometimes a threatening element in social relations; such
coolness is eeen by others as distance ana is not readily
accepted.,
autonomy, independence of culture and environment i
will; active agents , ihis section is best representee
by the word autonomy which ^aslow defines s ^self-decision,
seli-government, being an active responsible, se2f-<Siacip3 ine<3,
deciding agent rather than a pawn or helplessly Meter-
Rined' by others, being strong rather than weak.* is
characteristic seesis to cut across other areas and character-
istics and lays behind most, if not all of thcja. ibvis
independence of environment or autonomy arises out of t-
fact that the person is primarily being-motivated, Inete
-.slow, motivation and Personality, p. 161.
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of orienting hiKself to needs of hiB ow, tM ha© the ability
to y himself to use of his potentials and the develop
aient of thess; he eowes to know his own personal resources.
jauae need ia not the priaary motivation this? fAUtonoisy
is such that NuN knocxs, aaprivation* ami frustration it
not present insurmountable barriers; rather he hue a stro
stability in face of such disruption© • where the deficiency
motivated pmvmn suet have others around uendent
upon thea for affection and good opinion, the bejx, -
notivated person ssay actually be hampered by other* by the
deaimde that such defielency-isotlvated persons Kay place
upon thesu this characteristic tends to lead the self-
actual isser to be a self-mover .-atiter than to be motivated
or entertained by others; in this regard ttMlt* sayp
;
.mlly I aaist make a statement even though it will
certainly be disturbing to aany theologians, philo-
sophers, and scientists: self-actualizing individual
e
have more *fre« will* and are less 'determined' than
average people are. however, the words ^frtus will*
and 'determinism' eaay coise to be operationally defirv ,
in this investigation they are empirical realities.
•therraore, they are degree concepts, varying in
amount; they are not all-or-none packages.' •
Continued freshness of appreciation » Bale characteristic
is the ability to appreciate repeatedly the basic gooa* of
life with awe, pleasure, wonder, and eestaey. ihat is
not to say that each experience of the same object has the
i.nu .*—* t*mt*mm if*"—
7
afilo«, Motivation and Personality, pp. 161-112,
..-. *. 'f
.^ucBWtmwi J «*..«,',. *M
'•MNtafa jj raTus law*
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same intensity of experience or that the intensity is some-
thing which the person lives a large steasure of tircie.
ther the intense experience comes occasionally. In
actuality one of the operant factors is freedom S'rom learned
experience of objects or persons; for example the little
child is taught that certain things are "beautiful or
.leasurahle for certain reasons ; in oraer to be free I
appreciate anything the learned reaction jaust "he set aside
ami the object encountered as though for the first time
and without the interference of the parental or fttelt
expectations which were placed on the child. BMI choice
ohject may he limited to certain areas of experience an<:
nay he fvuite limited for &omm self-actualized persons;
this is consistent with the fact feat the intensity or
experience is something which is constantly changing* •
really happens is that the person is ahle to resist cate~
gorising experience and making it "the" experience of the
object; the self-actualiser Miltlilit closeness to reality,
to the current, concrete object which allows his* to see
things freshly*
•jCtye wystic experience; the peak experience , This
experience which ; aslow most often seems to r&fer to as
the peak experience is similar, he says, to that of ^illiaa
wm*i it is a cosaon experience among the subjects which
3ot>air*'t ai a <JU
9' aim it oxin ,?)C o
i^iao c* oaJisilI atf





he studied, tut it is by no MMM conscious in all or,
obviously, exclusive to Vkim
*
r sos;© of his subject*
the experience of org&ss: was iroted sunon*: their peak
experiences; obviously he is I omething other
than a supernatural relationahir-. oise of the feelings
•x pressed about the experience are: * ....of limitless
horizons opening up to the vision, the fee line &$ being
simultaneously store powerful and. also more helpless than
one ever was before, ... .of great ecstasy and wonder and
awe, the loss of placing in tisa ana spsoe with, finally
,
the conviction that something extremely inportant and
valuable had happened, so that the subject is to sops
extent transformed and strengthened even in hie daily
life...' e persons studied have experienced this in
*11 degress of intensity fror* the aost mild* to the very
intense. It general isse, it may he said to he any intensi-
fication of experience in which loss of self or transcendence
of it is a self-forgetful experience. In hustan experience
there seems to he a difference in response between those
wno have the peak experience and those who do not.
latter seeis to be aore practical and effective in living
in the world and doing well at that; they are inclined to
he the social world improvers, the political workers, the
.slow, Motivation and. Personality , p. 16&.
Ml f
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reformer*!, and crutmdere. JBkm pecker* on the other bM
»re nor© concerned with being, nywbola, and transcendence
and religion of the non-institutional sort? they are more
likely to e*eel in the areas of philosophy , religion,
Music ami poetry.
tewttlngch&ftsgwfuhl > ' ihis word, invented by Alfred
Adler, is the orJy one avaialble that describes well the
flavor of the feelings for zsankind BtjMPM»»d hy sely-
actualizing sufcjectr. fhey have for human beings in
general a deep a'eeling of identification, sympathy,
affection in spite of . .» occasional an^er, impatience,
o
or disgust....' •' Xhe characteristic leads to a desire
to he helpful to the human MMMU c-ince he has many
characteristics which are not like the hu&anity with which
he has such strong feelings of identification he often is
treated as an alien and sruch misunderstood. Efeii
characteristic is what &dler called the o3 aer-brother!y-
attitadti.
Interne rgonal relatione (;.Q. Interpersonal relations
r persons within the group which are called sel j~Mttfl 1 tMOT
are deeper than those of other adults; however, this depth
of relationship is not necessarily greater than children




are able to achieve. j:he sm^cr difference between the»
and children is that the depth of relationship ip necessarily
limited in scope for the Will fmulmiil ft—fli a BW circle of
persons which they call friend© is usually small and
composed of those they %mm profoundly. xhe fact whi<
lays behind this is that considerable tisie la required for
the fcuil&ing and maintenance of any profound relationship,
outside their circle of friends there %m a tendency to
be Jcintt and patient with most people, this is especially
true of their relationships with children. homv%r t this
tendency does not allow & lack of discrimination . there
is room for an<t evidence of speaking realistically ana
harshly ox those who deserve it, especially the hypocritical,
the pompous, the pretentious? and the self-inflated. IwummiW
oi the tendency for compassion ana feeling for mankind,
there is a lack of reality in face-to-face evaluation of
persons; they tend to look at potential rather than
achievement. Out of the depth of feeling and ability to
establish deep relationships, there is usually a following
of adsiirers; this is usually a one-sided relationship
which places greater demands on the self-actual ised than
that person is willing to give.
vhe democratic character structure . The democratic
character structure has to do with the categories of
persons with whom there is relationship, ffeeie appears to
ai\ »ifif , v £r>fryoJL«:
.^ ,
; ; :i. I mmmm
:«•/
. ...
jAiif motto d$l* saariMf
be no regard for the social class or caste, educational
levels political belief, race, color, sex, or i»11g|—
g
bell*? 1 . ihey are able to learn fross anyone without re-
gard to the character of the ov . Zfei* ability to
relate corses fross a basic respect for humanity which calls
forth a miniauR degree of respect even for those who My
%9 considered evil; this appears to be a starting point
fros which to sove upward in respect, j-ut gine«* it is
only a starting point the degree of respect can mov* froia
there to the kind of respect and love which is given to
one who is considered a friend, generally one who has
cose to live to a hi&h decree of capacity for ei;*«. rioter
ktod talent, jne of the closely related facets of person-
ality is the ability to accept their own personal an^er
with less asi hivalence, they are able to know what their
anger is and toward what it is directed with less confusion
and weakness of will .
iscrisination between we^ns and ends^ between jgood
and evil . i.here is a strongly ethical nature ingrained
in these individuals. jiowever, it is not necessarily
ethical in terms of current moral codes. Kather the ethical
nature in on their own tense and tends, if anything, %M
unconventional . ;>ince the ethical tends to arise fr©»




MUB lg.11—p in an institutional or orthodox rc?nee« lihefr
ethical sen.«e has to ao with discrimination "between mean©
and ends, x'hey are fised or, the ends to he achieved
rather than the sseans; then are subordinated to the
end or goal . In essence what frequently happex*s is that
the actual! &er becomes fro caught up in enjoyment of the
aeans that he ceases to see it as separated from the goal ;
it is as though the creativenees transforms the means into
10
an **intrinsically enjoyahle $&»« o oe or p3ay,'
^ilosophical, tinhostjle s^se of toor . It if safe
to say that what the average «&n considers funny ie not
funny to the sell-actual isrer. Things that are hostile,
whioh take the etanee of superiority, and authority-
rehellion humor are rejected; (things which in hoe-til a are
those which hurt another? those which are indicative of
superiority probe at a&sunetl inferiority? those whiv
are authority-rebellion humor are the unfunny, ;>*dip«0
,
or amutty 4oke. ) hat the actualizer considers funny
generally has to do with human fceings at their worst;
the foolish, those who forget their place in the universe,
those who being sffiall attempt to make themes! vee hi e
function of the humor is probahly something just heyon^
getting a laugh; it is frequently educational and is
10
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definitely intrinsic to the situation. pontaneity la a
part of this huraor and soat oftea the situation which
elicited the saile cannot be repeated in an attempt to
restructure seise other situation to stake it appropriate,
e overall effect of this sense of fauu?or is that these
mmon* tend to be considered sober or serious.
wgeativeness ( :>a ) , rhis creativity is akin to naive,
unspoiledneRs of children. It is aa though it were
potential to all fcunajis at birth, una of the limitations
that persons sa&y tend to place on creativity is that it
deal with the art or isusie; however, the cre&tiveness of
the self-actual! sing person is far more broad than that.
It is entirely within the realm of possibility that a
shoemaker, i; low's choice of person, could have fefl
exercise this creativity, it is characterised hy spon-
taneity and expressiveness; it is store natural and less
controlled and inhibited, the icicas &n<* impulses are
generally expressed without fear of ridicule or strangula-
tion, xhis characteristic is seen most often in happy
and secure children (outside the realm of the actualized)
;
it has the innocent freedom of perception; it has no
planning or previous intent. t is only as the defenses
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distance to enculturaijon s the trans cendance of any
Particular culture . xhere is m lack of naive approval
and identification with the culture, ihey get along with
it, they adapt to it to sosie degree, hut with the strong
sense of detachment Mtti autonomy they ss&intain a cistance
from it. BM components of their relationship with cul-
ture can he defined as follows. (1) l*h*y live within
the limits of conventionality, >?ut they never really
become totally attuned to the itllttMl* of society. They
are not really fashionable or chic. >or them i% ctoes
not really matter which folkways are adapted so long1 as
there is not a moral choice for the® involved. (?) Xhey
do not rebel against authority in the sense of the
adolescent; what is likely are burets? of indignation at
injustice hut with the resignation that the wheels of
progress move slowly, ihe reality of the situation affects
the speed with which they expect to &ove. *here quick
change is fcoth desirable &xia achievable , they wi31 fight.
lut they are unwilling to make a great hut useless sacrifice
for a cause whicfc will not he assistf-: . hey sees to take
the position that struggle with authority is incompatible
with enjoyratmt of life; therefore it is rejectee unless
it serves good axul immediate purpose. (5) £here is an
inner feeling of attachment frow culture. There is
ability to accept what is good and to reject what is baa";
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this articular quality Is similar to their relationships
with people, ike characteristics for detachment »n« neeo
ior privacy fere operating here, (4} '/hey are ruled hy the
laws of their own inner character rather than society,
;y are wore members 01 society at large, of e?ankir.
than merely, say, American, ibis woult? lua ieate that
there is a group of persons which would come out of many
different culture© which would have more In common with
each other than with persons of their own cultural heritage.
/he imperfectiona of self-actuallglnff r>eo nl e . One
of the weaknesses of human nature is the desire for
perfection; the novelist, posts, and essayists have
encouraged this trait in almost caricaturing humanity by
his extreme goodness* ' -ur subjects show many of the
lesser human failings. £hey too are equipped with silly,
wasteful, or thoughtless ha hits. They can be boring,
stubborn, irritating, fkmf are hy no iMMtf freu from &
rather superficial vanity, pride, partiality to their own
productions, family, irisnds, and children. temper out-
hursts are not rare. e sel f~actualifcer MWi not
try to hiae his weaknesses or Imperfections, ^sing very
strong people their weaknesses are sometimes couplea with
strength to £ive the impression of unsociability, '/heir
1
1
rflow, Motivation and :- j@r;«onaIity
. p. 175
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guilt, anxiety madness, and internal etrife s.re outwar
signs 03; their iis perfaction; but causes for these arise
out of non-neurotic source*. «ir own imperfections
tend to be KWt*>! -Cor tliw that even the greatest and
most actualized are imperfect; in this they hold, no
illusions about the potentials for hiunanity.
Values and self-actualization . '2he sense of value
in the actuali&er is very strong. Xt arises out of his
acceptance of hints*!:** of human nature, of isuefc of social
life and of nature and the physical realities, i e is
little concerned with the insignificant issues which occupy
such of society and which are designated as pfaoralIty.'
les and! values of the average ta&n arise out of threat
to sa&eone else's values or needs and generally have to do
with need satisfaction on a lower level, that is at the
more primitive, aniaal level* *hen these hasic need
satisfactions are thwarted in other than the self-actualiser
or the bein^-motivated pertton, anriety, fear, hostility,
defensiveness, and wariness arise; therefore it is essential
for such persons to have rales which tend to protect their
defenses and the right for need satisfaction. Lince the
fceing-scotivated person is no longer threatened* by need
deprivation, the rules of the threatened no longer serve
hisu lie is more likely to have a value system which is
idiosyncratic and * character-structure @s press! ve* | this
tMtftlLU||ll
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is consistent with self-actualization, oisillarly there
arises a value systesi which tend* to unite all actuc*-.! ix* rs
regardless of their cultural heritage.
frhe resolution of olcho todies in sel 3 -actual! sation,
i i n i » i i > i n ... h i . m il l , . ii « i.i.. i.n in i — - m »-»! l i nn ii ii i n il, mm . ii . i~i
lie arrive at the final characteristic an£ * theoretical
conclusion, «hat has previously been considered in
osition within the personality or polarities t e.g.,
duty-pleasure, introverted-extroverted, serious-humorous,
etc...,, are seen ftfl wiclt only in lees healthy persons;
in the attTmUltwf pereoj} they have coalesced to fomn a
unity, they point to the aas»e g»3 . PWP instance, every
act is both seliieh and unselXish. "In these people, t
id, the%o, and the superego are collaborative ana synergic;
they do not war with each other nor are their interests
in haaie disagreement as they are with neurotic people-.
to also do the cognitive, the impulsive and the emotion*}
coalesce into an organissiic unity imti into a non-Aristotel?
interf/enetration. Eke higher and the lower are not in
opposition hut in agreement, and tfcWUld serious
philosophical dilemmas are discovered to have more than
two horns, or paradoxically, no horns at all.
12
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In eusaiaary it must be rtmwl that nunher of these
items which sire closely related for ease of handling ftj
for fall delineation 03 ny chairaeterimticti $*# H»>»Htl»j
There is- no way to separate BO^e of theis frost their allied
characteristics, tor example, v*3ue i& interdependent
upon every one of the other characteristic© j the tzystrnm
©X values arises out of the character!sties of the actual iaer.
Values are inherent in the eyi^te^ and cannot he .found apart
froia the characteristic*
ere is one ares* which geei§& pertinent and which hae
teen touched on in certain of the categories 1 orientation
to tiise. It see&e that theee persons are primarily oriented
to the present. 3fe«y have little of a future orientation.
they face the present with reality tenting 9M to be* Much
can he aeeo»pliehe& ancl at what east in the present j they
are willing to leave the future to those who eos»e after
the». It ie alao seen in their strong tendency to jsa&e
life en^oyahle which wag evident in the 3incrimination
hetween en&a and Bean. £helr whole approach to reality
i« in terras of what is? today.
fee definition of self-aetualimtion at which i-aslow
finally arrives ie this:
»tmim episode, or a ep^rt in which the powers of |
the person IKNM together in a -particularly efficient
and intensely es^eyahle way, t&A in which he is mor®











integrated and lees split, sjore open for experience,
more idiosyncratic, aiore perfectly expressive or
spontaneous, or fully lunctionir, >re creative,
more humorous, jaore ego-transcending, ssore inde-
pedent tf his lower needs, etc. he becomes in
this episode Korc truly hinself, -ore perfectly
actualizing; hi* potentialities, close to the core
of his heisg, iwei'l fully hu&an . . . . what seewp. to
distinguish those individuals I have called
eel j -actualizing |>eople, is that in thf.m these epi-
sodes sees* to MM* far more frequently, H
intensely and perfectly than in ftvt ople.
Chie a&kes self-actuallotion a matter of dr-^ree
and of frequency rather than an all or none
affair . T' (e^pkaKLsa^d hy present writer)
nee self-actualisation is within the grasp of ©very
person to some degree, it is reasonable to look at t
lives and tesifclBf of Jesus and St* iaul with the evalua-
tion of the theory in siim* . It will he possible to
determine the degree to which the theory is consistent
with the teaching of these two ma^or influences of the
Christian church tad fr©» this study to select the best
nodel and apply the teaching of both to > astorsi
counsel bag .
a«low, /award a i'syehology of :-«lng. p. 97
3 1 9 .;
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Jesus ana St, j-'au,l. in hirfot of Self- .equalisation
^-—-««ll—»»M ^ III — I il I m am*" *m '1 IB' '—< iWlW iWH .fi— ».»'»»«. i** !« )« ^ IM . f I —WW iHMU lnW |l — IIIIIIW Mi l iWWWIMWn» win !'
e task of analysing the lives ana teaching of these
two men in terras of actual 1sat ion theory opens itself to
bao)c length rutbcr train ft research paper. I had hoped
from the beginning to entggayjn the lives and teaching
of hoth into actual ising'-nonactuftlixizig apwu. PUN this
point I had hoper' to stove into an extensive comparison or
the two, Mumftrlfciag the direction in which they seeded
to mora, ;-or a paper of this length, the task is heyona
reach. or instance, ;Just to categorize the 3 lie arid
teachings of Jesus froia the Synoptic Gospel accounts would
lire a system and mechanical as«*ans beyond ?«y present
capability, -urfcher, to collate the various writing
.i] and &•« I , consistent picture oi the man
is not possible in ter&s of tine, 'uerefore, h*«t pl&ced
limits on aysalf in terros of method of comparison &r
presentation.
I h&ve, first, lieiitea the appraisal of Jesus to the
thean accounts oi his life caching except in
tanees where speoiiie events or teachings occur only
in the MfcjreftS or iuean accounts, order to handle the
..ntity of material I* uately, 1 used Id<y»l Parallels




ihe |Ql|ll accounts, to j iisit the scope of
material which nm\m& <: It! Mi life, * limited
const 1 e rat ton to the hook of the fegfti of the 4MMtlei for
personal history and to fee hooks of I worinthlans &
latians for teaching. 0m latter choice was prompted
by certainty of authorship as indicated in :>sul, the ;-.an
•iH ' ti:e yth •WWW—— Mil " Wl II I I IWW.*»—««—
I method used MM to M Ml re-read the Mhlieal
Miteri&ls; the first tirae for impression and the second
tiiR« for specific information gathered which could be used
as the basis for comparison with the theory. I came from
the experience on the first reading with the unmistakable
iapression that Jesus was self-actualizing and caught
actualization for those with whom he had contact, j/his
impression grows out of his concern that MM neke their \
own decision, that they he self-reliant, thst they be in
control of their own lives, and that they utilise their
potentials*, ihe latter is illustrated in the records of
the he*ll*£* that were done in his presence or in contact
with him. ,n no occasion does he take credit for what has
happened, hut rather indicates that it is the faith of the
healed on or hi< nt that has \ »ut the change.
. . >rton, and Jaaea Sicheasn, ^aul, the .'.-.an and the Kyth ,














In the case of I aul , I have had ifiixed feelings ft© to
how h« relates to actualization theory. ftlW c&n be
little doubt in s?y Kind that there are times when ••aul is
ultimately manipulative in his relations with people.
opposed to Jesus, he frequently directs the lives of others.
Raking decisions /'or the??, offering hi»se3.f as a control
for life, using; strong emotional feelings to produce pitit
or dependence, and having a basic distrust of human beings
and their potentials, iilie mixed feeling seems to be within
Paul as well. So frequently restates his position that men
aust sake their own judgments and decisions, but £*2a?ost
always there is a strong statement of his own position.
It is as though he would like to be feels to trust thos*e
he loves, hut finds it impossible in light of his own
feelings or experience; he wants them to he able to ssake
their own rieclslons, tout finds them making oeeisions which
are not in line with what he believes to he B truty . ere
are bursts of actualizing behavior, but the predominant
behavior is not
.
*e tui*n now to the various characteristics and look
into specific inforotation which it is possible to derive
froa the gospel account. She purpose will be to look for
that which will tend to confine or &®ny the relevance of
/U ,wa . to
'» tnc t*M «»a'tT diini-c •?*»' 4 n:
tualigatior* theory in the life ana teachings of ftlWt
ttMMt is considerable information which leads or%e to
believe that the perception oi Jesus was particularly in
keeping with reality, aoe&ctiiaes a reality which takes
nore into account than just the physical world. &« parable
the widow* s penny ' points this up very well; the value '
of any object way vary according to the person who views?
it. For the rich man* thousand!* of dollars may be an
extremely sssall su®, while /or the poor it ss&y be A whole
ysar^s wage. 'Ihe reality is not in the physical worln
or the value that society has placed upon the coin, but
in the nereon.
e effi cient perce ution 4»£ -re.ali.ty aust also be
considered when it comes to the manner in which Jesus viewed
the i^eeling component of nt, be aid not insist that
feelings should only be of one specific kind, e.g., love, '
but that acting on feelings should be consistent and appro-
priate. i4he nonviolent stance of Jesus is perhaps in the
forefront of what seen re&esiber of his life, particularly
in our violent tines. Jesus was able to accept those
strong feelings which provoked violent reactions in himself
»l»— " » H iWWWIlWi
1
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and in others: the cleansing of the tee»ple and the
17
ostle's reaction to his arrest. the sase ti«a he
was atie to accept the broad gpeetrusi of human feeling*
on the warn? Ride, his perception of reality allowed his?
to see that Kan was created as a whole and that there was
a balancing between opposing aspects.
In the area ox spiritual reality this efficiency it-
18
saost notable, ^ne story of the temptation demonstrate*
the development of a power within in relationship to the
spiritual reality, Xhe efficient perception of the reality
of ted and his promises «ake it possible for Jesus to
reject the offers of external power which are made to his?,
c efficient perception of reality also plays a
substantial role in hie description of the kingdom of $»4j
the gospel of Kutthew has numerous descriptionfs o£ the
nature of the kingdom, For my purposes » the nature which
is describe: in Luke is most significant? *ffcg Kingdom
of 0-od does not cose in such a way as to he seen. •• hecause
the Ktaff&Od of 8#| is within you.* p ,ie is a Marriage
ox the spiritual reality of the Kiiugdow as we have come to
know it and the reality of the political environment at that
fsosaent in ilcae.
fttt. ?1;1?-1 V>. 17 ,<att. ?ti$$~5?. 1Si!att. *|t-11,
19]Aike 17;?0-?1.
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there is one ct of .Jesus* contact with hi
perception ox reality which does raise a vuestion in
terras of this characteristic; the as&ttsr ox being ahle
to £oretell the future at Nil faints in time, ##£.*
Peter's denial, kill own suffering » death and resurrection'.
ft»r the Gospel writers this utility has some significance
since each of them reported it; it &&y be an imposed
ability which w*M considered essential. If he did operate
regularly out of this ability, it would detract frors that
aspect »£ the characteristic which has to if with co&iort
with the unknown.
2ke characteristic of-^centance is best demonstrated
in Jesus when he was twelve years old and he went to
Jerusalem with his parents. ZM record states that when
the family prepared to return ho»e he stayed and entered
into discussion with the elders in the Teasple. ihen his
parents discovered that he was missing, they returned m
found hir?. I is answer to thets was, <hy did you have to
look for we? ,idn't you know that 3 had to te in siy
her* a house' he Im4 vision of hiiaseli in relation-
ship to God and aan. M apparently did not feel any guilt
at having caused his parents* lia—fnilt, 6H the contrary*
he could not understand why they did not know exactly where
he was.
> l-M. ?1 :*att. t€iS 1. uke !
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But this characteristic tfeals with isor** thai? o««*b
own relationship to the world in all its aspect** It
has to do with acceptance of humanity as it is found in
other* as well • /ise and time again, tJ«?Rue sought to
teach, the isportfti.ee of acceptance of this kintf . In the
parable of the prodigal/ th« word* of forgiveness from
the cross,'' i the sinner forgiven seventy times seven,*
he stressed the need for this aspect of husian relationship*
It is store pointed in the story of the unmerciful servant
who "begs for and receives forgiveness &it£ then is unforgiving
to i fellow servant for a smaller debt; the nesd for
the accepting attitude beeo&es demand in that failure to
operate out of that attitude causes a disruption of other
relationships*
She thir4 characteristic is that of spontaneity or •
naturalness* j!he general impression of his life-style is
tiutt he did what was natural,* Sell can he demonstrated
"'7
in hi*s life in several incidents s the feeding of the 5,000'
and the calling of iacohaeus down from ... % sition in a
tree . In hoth of these incidents the accepted and eypectec*
response &n the part of Jesus would have been something
• •









different. OH another occasion Jesus tooldee1 the disciples
when they attempted the oloek of little chi3 dren from
cowing to hi&. 81a responds? was that he did not want
to he -protected" from the*!, be wanted to fet free to
receive them. rhaps- it has to jo with the nature of the
free child who is hiaseli* the e:>it©Ky of spontaneity,
t direct teaching of Jesus aJ po boo to do with spon-
taneity or naturalness* Mm talks About the coming persecution
of his followers and he says to the» of their testimony
in their trials: ****** not worry ubout what you are goi \
to &ny or how you will say itf when the time comes, you •
will be given what you will so . ile this raises the
issue of the action of the iioly Spirit in life, the i*?sue
at tfcie
:
KJint is that of spontaneity. I see this as a
lack of preparation for the persecution in terns of any
answer which al^ht be ready »&de, sis a laefc of concern for
the future which would hlmtog living in the present, .he
other teaching which tends to support this characteristic
is that concerned with the go aaarltamv I ro« what we
know of the relatione between the Jews and the £aaaritan*l%
,tt. 19t1V1f« Hu 10;V . * 1Luko io :?9-?-7.
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it might have been expected that the £>&roaritan von -.ve
passed by &n3 paid no attent tan to th« injured Jew. At
least a part of the lesion has to do with sufficient spon-
taneity to move outside the expected patterns of behavior;
there is an implication of an essential frsedoat which is
internal. .
itiere can be little doubt that pro hi ea centerl
a
g or
devotion of his life to i cause was one of the characteris-
tics* Indeed the whole record of his life after the age
of thirty, or the beginning of his ministry l& one of
problem centering. BMfi is an attempt to foalc* the process
begin at an earlier tiae through the inclusion of the story
of his dedication to the teaching process at the age
twelve ' • Vvhile this* incident ie support for this
characteristic in his life, there is no supporting; aocuwen-
tation from the intervening period and his problem centering
for the last three years of his life is asiply clear.
There is only one incident in which there is evidence
that he was not completely devoted to this characteristic.
It is the incident in which a woman coses into the house
q£ Uimon the leper and anoints the feet of Jesus with
costly perfuse. When the disciples become annoyed over
^Luke 2 141*52
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this "waste," he defei, yin£, ...It Is a fine and
beautiful thin**:... will not he with you always, shat she
did was to pour this perfume on my body to get -aady
for feurlal. It does point out that he was by no mmm*
completely pro hi em centered. . r!;if?e this to counter the
iapression that he wae completely problem centered which
Right otherwise be taken froa the £©ep«l gieesage.
e Quality of ; chg.ent which is« evident in Jesus
is one of the mast cosBaonly recognised of hie characteristic?*
Ke seeded to have a strong need to he alone a«i be frequently
sought that opportunity, ihe dvt&chment gave hiw the
opportunity to pray which was apparently & requirement of
hie own functioning: . Generally, he went off completely
toy himself
.
On one occasion, we are tola that he went
to pray and tooK the disciples with hie?; however, even then
he did not pray in their immediate presence, hut rather
he took r and the eons of iehedee a little way farther
than the rest of the disciples and left thes? to pray while
he ssoved yet farther away. rertly he was feeling
the tension between the need for privacy or detachment and
the need to have his closest companions with hits.
33
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resfiion taken froa reading the gospel account is
that autonomy frosi isan was a real issue; no i&an was in a
position to coosmnd or control the actions of Jesus*
the same time, he was not autonomous fro® to the
contrary , he se#^ed to s«ek out the relationship which
he described as the father-son relations^.! . strong
relationship to Go<i, which way he considered to he other
than autonomous, ie evident in his dependence upon I is
word in the record of the temptation. ft soj&e decree
this saise relationship is clesionstrated in the return of
the prodigal to his father; while the son has desionetrst
that for a tisse he ean fee free of the father* a control,
he co»es to realise that the restrictions placed upon him
in that relationship are better than the lonely state of
autonomy; as a »atter of fact, the restrictions which sight
be placed on hiei even as a servient in his father's hose
would he preferable to the loneliness, the hunger, ana t)
separation he is experiencing.
. n the other hand, in Jesus* relationships with inen,
there was almost complete autonomy. Perhaps the isost
pointed of the statements on autonomy is one which has to
»tt. i«1-11. Vake 15:17-19.
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do with the almost m lial relationships. Jesus*
nsother ami broth art; had c»os$e to see Mr eone to
hlfij he responaee, iio is my mother? vho are r.y brothers'...
>r the person who doe* what my I ftthex* iti heaven wants hiss
to do is my brother, my sister, my mother
Jesus also has a §—
<
deal to ssy ahout the Law,
xhere is no question that ha saw the Law as an Iwjtllitawt
part of life} there was no freedom frois the law; he came
we
to 'give thea real meaning.* .;e did. not see the law as
haciperin^ his autonomy perhaps hec&use he did not sees the
Law as enanatlug fross man Vat irost God with whom he needed
relationship. It is interesting, however, that with regard
to divorce Jesus says "Ski* teaching does not apply to
everyone, hut only to thoee enor .iod k*S ^iven it...Let
4-0
hi» who can do it accept this teaching. seems
very strange in light of his strong teaching against divorce
except for adultry i; thew 5:52 which is repeated Just
prior to these verses, ihe absolute hlaek and white which
seens to leave a wan no autonomy froa God is modified to
some aegree later in the teachings as note? .
•ltott. t?l4S~90. ntt. 3t1?« **. tf|1t-1t.
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« soet dear state&ent that Jesus is not autonomous
xroes God 1b found in tolPtl the son o . will die
«e God has decided it... 1 " re there is the feeling in
otii«r portions that the relationship is a chosen one, her*
it B*emfi as though it is aeterained by aori without reference
to the decision of Jtsoe. *here it In possible to be
autonomous and choose to live in a certain relatlonshi
(such as X first 4eseribe$ between esue), an
imposed relationship or isposed death Is entirely different.
^inc« the remainder of the gospel© give the impression that
the relationship is voluntary and chosen, 3 choose to
assume that is the nature ox the relationship and that the
autonomy of Jesus is not changed in character.
e regaining characteristics are not l«es important*
but are less extensively confirmed by teachings or life.
ere is also no evidence which is opposed to acceotir
that Jesus ctetsonstrated each of thee* in his life. Mr* fore,
the remainder of this section will he devoted to present!
the affirming evidence that Jesus was in fact a self-
actualizing person*
ne incident will serve to confirm Jesus' ability to
s«e things again and again with the same fresh appreciation
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feet washed an£ anointed rt of the ritual of visiting
a heme. :ut on one such occasion Jesus used the opportunity
42
to give a discourse on the relation of love ana forgiveness.
ere is no indication what the precis* difference was,
hut something in the eoseton act of footwashing touched; ft
appreciation of Jesus Mi caused him to consent upon it.
as a matter of fact, it too;* that one incident out of the
cossaon ana placed ix ve others similar to it.
'j?he mystic experience of u:&sl-ow is usually one taken
out of the realm of the religious* ivhe peak experiences
which are reported as having to tio with the adult li£e of
Jesus are two and they are hoth religious; there are
undoubtedly others which are less intense bat whir 14
also ualify. Bui t*o used are unmistakable. ih.e first
is the haptiss of Jesui-. fter arising froe? the water, :<
saw H the spirit of. *;od cosing down like m 3ove e.n<i light
j
on his. v: then a voice said froa heaven, ^'ihis is my
own dear a on, with whoa I ass well pleasec." is
particular experience paved the way for the temptation
which took place during a tir,e of fasting in the: desert.
fhe second was the esnerienoe called the transfiguration.












re took reter, Ja»e» ftfel John «nd went up a mountain and
while they were there t?his face becaae as bright aa the
sun, and his clothes a© white as light,., fell* he was
talking, & shining cloud e&sae over them and t voice ©aid
froa the cloi* -1b is my own dear jon, Wth whom I
well—pleased—listen to hia!' 1 -' ** Jfeis experience closely
followed the first declaration >?y Peter that JfMMI wag
-the ;:on of the livi- I.*4'
Jne of the most difficult characteristic© to confirm
in tense of an actual incident of teaching is? his sfcrong
feeling of identifier % ion with humanity, $fe* strongest
senee of this cones in the isany records of healing. Be
never failed to offer his healing ministry no Ratter the
station of the person | there was always sufficient time for
»ore contact with those who felt this need, One of the
teachings stands out clearly in this identification: the
ninety-nine sheep and the one who i© lost. 5,le the
identification with Sod is made clearly in the figure of
the shepherd, the sense of the following, needful sheep,
the gense of understanding is clearly there. l« is not
one, hut he understands, ihere in no doubt that the ehureh
has put the strong identification into its understanding
-tt. 17;1-3. 4%att. 16:16. 4iV*&tt. 1S;10-14.
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and that Christians have long been tmined to believe that
Jesus shares in our humanity folly,
Jesus' method of operating tend** to confirm that be
<ii3 not have the energy to have ft depth relations!
characterised by interpersonal relations with m&ny people
.
he tended to concentrate his effort in the dc nth relationship
with the disciples; there are ti&es when it seems that he
»ay have further concentrated hie energy ftp fcfti , £ftft*ft
and John, i&is is not to deny his contact with the great
masses. 1ft did spend ti»e with then;, but b$m rsajor times
sees to have aiaaed at preparing the di pel pies for the time
when he would not he present. For instance when he taught
the parable of the sower, he gave only the parable to the
£.7
people, hater the disciples questioned him about his
method and he gave them the lull explanation,
e 3 *y.o crati c characie £_gJLTJlLC,ture calls for ihility
to west with persons of all levels who have something whic*
ean he beneficial. There can he no aoubt that Jesus was
in contact, either to serve or be served, by all strata of
society, though he casse as the greater, ft* I Mi Uiptixee
by John the kstptist, as any other raan sight have been, John
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eoieraentetf that Instead, he ought to he baptised ft* Jesus.
kis disciples came fro® ason^ the co^^on Ken, but one was














a tax collector and thus somewhat pespieeci by the comrok
people. Mm ate and drank with all types to the disguet
of the ?harisees f but he also ate MM) drank with tta .
In the ii«raoTi on the ^ount he teaches his followers that
they are to love their ene&ies as well as their friends
because Clod aoes not differentiate between sen but treats
all equally,
Jesus seems to have precisely the characteristic
described as &£ecriminating between sea/. oa
and evil. Be was strongly ethical, but not as the bounds
of society or his religious background would prescribe,
i-iis ethic was beyond the bound© of the conventional ethic
and not always in conjunction with it, tor instance, he
accepted the ethic which aej to do with the evil of kill!
another saan. Sot accepting it was not sufficient,
expanded the sense of that position to siake it evil for
wan to l.e angry and destructive to his brother in his heart.
seeae to take as his goal the ultimate reconciliation
of wan to God, Mi the actual isor frequently does, he
became caught up in the action? which lead to that gssl so
thoroughly that he alxost ceased to differentiate the weens
JEW the end.
49l»uke 14 i1-r . 5° att. 5 - . - -*4.
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U sen«e of tau&er is most ohvlous In His aeallitg*
with the Pharisees. If there was anyone In Jesus' lassie-
dlate environment sli© deserved the title no&ipous v who had
forgotten their plaee in the universe, who were ssiall "hit
attempted to Bailee themselves big out of proportion to their
sise, it wag the Pharisees. (?his is not to groan all
.irisees into this category for there were certainly gome,
who were not as Jesus portrays the majority). Jut the
Pharisees? were the hntt of tsueh of his humor. s.:an you
imagine watching a nan taking ear© to strain a tiny &nat
out of his drink ano then proceeding to attempt to swallow
the c&jael who is there also?
*ihe ereatlveness of the self-actualisec1 person la
present In Jesus antf yet Ifl diffieu.lt to describe or
portray, in a sense, the whole Christian faith, all of
his teachings are examples of this ereatlveness. In his
relations with the religious oi his tisse, those who portray
his show hia? with spontaneity and expressiveness, with a
oapaoity for communication which allows him to get idea*
across without making the other person feel msall, with
feeling and a flowing perception of reality, 1 insist that








a characteristic of resistance to encul titration runs
'through the entire gospel record. .lisost all of hie deal*
inga with the hiirieeee center on hie resistance to
eaoulturation, i e was attacked by thesi for walking? through
the grain fields and plucking grain on the sabbath; he
attacks their practice of saying they honor their father
and sother when in Aetft they have devised ways of giving
things to Bee in 1 promise which then £r&&B theia fro® the
eoKaan&aent to honor their parents. e story of the
Oanaanite woman who seeks healing for her daughter is first
told by Jesus that he has "been sent only to the lost sheep
of Israel.' ( ut when she persists and he reoogniaes the
54depth of her faith, the daughter is healee
.
t the same
tise, he is willing to accept as routine certain matters
which have to do with the culture which are not issue© Cor
hiss. i:e is able to avoid the trap of the Pharisees *ho
wish to get his to coiaisit hiaself to a treasonoue statement
about not paying taxes to Caesar by recognising that the
coin existed only because Caesar h ft* it so; therefore
to pay the tax was right.**^










are placed in a position of having little evidence
of the kmperfections which ssay have existed in the person
of Jesus, be is portrayed as the perfect con of (tod which
is to is*aiy that he is free of imperfection, however, there
are evidences that on more than one occasion he aid feeeome
ajagry. Perhaps the wost well known is in the cleansing
f5fi
of the teaple. On another occasion* be caused a fig
tree to wither overnight when he discovered that it tore
no fruit. Uteri he calls the Pharisees a brood of vipers
he seems to do it out of anger. at he recognizee that
there are imperfections in men ia clear throughout all of
the gospel record.
2he attempt to establish a value systes? out of what
has been presented to this tine woultf he to repeat most,
if not all, and to add great r-uant 1ties of material s fros*
the record which go to support that value ayste . hat is
ffj>l ft—1 ie the value that he places on the act of
following hisw he states this incontestshly. * ,&Q$yr$r
loves hie father or mother isore than me....; whoever loves
hie con or daughter more than &«...? whoever aoss not take
up hie cross and follow in s?y #teps ia not worthy of *ae,
whoever tries to gain his own life will lose it; whoever
loses his life for my sake will $ain It.*
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ilse final characteristic which MMd*« lists is that
of the resolution 01 dichotomies in tra person, In such
an instance opposites seemingly erist alongside one
.other without apparent conflict. This is well illustrated
in Jesus in his sot of cleansing the temple. l» ang&r
and his love existed side hy side. One of his teachin
also illustrates this, ihe mother of Raises and John case
to Jesus asking Tor places of honor in the king^oas for
her sons, v-hen the other disciples heard this they were
angry and Jesus explained that anong the people (the Jews)
the leaders have power over them and exercise rule. Mm
cautioned thess that it was not so aetong thesseivee si.r\6,
said, mXt one of you wanta to he great, he tmBt be the
servant of the rest; smd if one of you wants to he first,
he »ust be your slave—like the ;:on of M*s 9 who Hi not
corae to he served, fcat to serve mi to give his life to
redeea many people." . e was both ton of Hm and servant;
the leader, he taught, must he the servant, ihe two must
exist at the saaje tiise in the same place.
•S* are two additional areas Jesus touches upon
which bear upon the aetusliae. >;on* the matter of
orientation to the j>resent tl&e and util lpajfei£n^£_r^ential
.




the present is concerned with the reconciliation
Man to God and it is a present world activity toward wbioh
he directs himself* Xher© ie very little of the other
worldly concern although it is there in the parable of
the weeds e and in the story of the final judgment. '' *•
judgment between those who are of uod and those who are
not seems to 'fee the point of the forme?} however, in the
letter, the stress is still on the present life and it
comments on the affect of the present on that 3udg!*ent.
e area of utilisation of potential was a Goneern
which tiesus brought to the people under two different
figures. Ilae first is the parable of the talents of the
three servants, i,aeh is given a susi of money when the
head of their household leaves for a trip. Qm* receives
a small sum, the ne?t five times as saueh, and the thir
ten times as much as the first. *hen the man returns from
his trip he demands an accounting of how they have used
what he has left in their care. 1'be second and third
double their money but the first has only what he was given
64
because he was afraid to risk losing even that little bit.










return on what &very rs;an has "been given and that at least
that miniausi is required j some wi31 take risks in order
to fully take advantage of and develop the potentials which
are available. In the end. of the story even the littl
is taken away and given to the one vfoo has most because he
is willing to risk everything to develop to the mk*1m»«
Ihe second figure is that of the fig tree, 0m cay
a Ban comes to have a fig from a tree that had not home
fruit in three years, he told his gardener to cut it down,
-at the gardener asked that he have one last chance, that
he have the opportunity to give it maxiiRum care ©no see
if it would not still produce, fkm agreement was that If
even with asaxlntta care, the situation was not corrected,
it would be cut down, ProductIon of potential is a
rule of life. If it is not fulfilled, then nothing is to
"fee done hut to put the unfruitful to use in the test way
possible i in this case, to burn it up in the fire where
it can he of Kinisuei use,
roach to the analysis of raul*s life and teach-
ing in light of actualization theory will of. necessity h*










was ahie to follow the characteristics In an orderly fashion,
ference for Hal i; that in soiae characteristics
he is unquestionably actualizing, in some there is a con-
flict as to whether fee can be or not, la others; he is
definitely not actual 1 sir •! in two there ie no impression.
I will begin hy ruling out the latter: spontaneity ar
a continued fresh appreciation,
ere are two characteristics in which he is actualizing:
the mystic or peak experience and his creativeness. In
the area of the cystic experience his, like Jesus', ie
Halted to the religious area. Bl« most notable was his
conversion experience in which he was confronted hy Jesus
in the for® of a bright light which temporarily hlinded
him, ihis experience was one which totally changed 1
direction of hie life; where he had been totally commit
U
to the persecution of the Christiana, he became an avowed
follower of the way and even one of the great leaders*
looked hack to that experience, as ie shown by the number
of times he repeats the story, as a source for his continuing
authority.
-.other example of the cystic experience, though of
lesser degree, ie a vision which ^ives his? direction.
*hile he was in Jorinth. he spent considerable time with the












Jews teaching the& about the messiahship of Jesus* *hen
they rejected the message, he devoted himself instead to
teaching the '.rentiles. .pparently under stress about whether
to stay or go, he has a vision of. the lord saying to him:
v o not be afraid, but keep on speaking anet «o not £ive up,
for x an with you. Ko one will be able to harsi you, because
raany in this city are my people," Gfct of this experience
he did stay for on® and a half years more in the city of
-inth. .his is but one example from his life in which
there were many such incidents either reported or in which
there is a strong eeling that such experience is a reality
and not uncommon.
In this area ox hie creativenese, there is no one
incident which stands out. It is a matter of impression
which arises out of his writing style end ability to express
himself in that mode. It is as though his religious
sensibility so fills him that he is able to take any common
experience of life which is meaningful to a particular
group ani convert it into a religious lesson; it is much
like the parable in use of the everyday stuff of life shies
is obvious to common people,
u:here are several areas in which he is predominantly






complete the picture, xhe first is hie cual ity of cJetaeh-
isent or need for privacy, I'here is little evidence to
Indicate that he had any such needj rather there seems to
be a strong need to be surrounded hy j>eopl® au^a of the
tiiae.
Closely related to the area of detachment in the one
of interpersonal relatione, fitai quality of personal inner
strength and energy that derive© from privacy end ietaoh-
raetit was not available for development of the deep relation-
ships with m few people, rather there is almost & mutual
dependency ushich he establishes in relationship with the
various congregations to whom he goes. One outstanding
example of this is found with the Christians in t'&eearea.
en he is leaving then for the last tiise, there is a
highly emotional scene in which they attempt to i>ersuace
Faul not to leave them. R* responds, -^hat are you doinr,
crying like this and breaking sey heart Slue closeness
of the relation is not limited to * few, feut to a whole
congregation; this is si&nifleant in that this is not one
©f tho&e to which he eeeass ssost close. If be established
this close a tie with whole congregations of people in
all of the cities to which he went, there would be neither







relationships implied in interpersonal relation .
inhere Is very little of. any sense of humor implied
In the record of Paul; tie seems to t?e a moat serious mtua*
it is interesting to eonpare his reaction to the Jewish
council with that of Jesus before the s&sie body and Jesus*
own relationships with the rharisees. fehile Jesus stood
sute before the council "' i'aul lashed ciut in &ng*r at
70Ananias, the high Priest* Jesus' husor at the pompous
Xtiarlsees came out in confrontation on other occasions, as
did his anger, but only the anger is evident in ?aul
.
This perhaps has to do with the serious nature of Paul's
outlook toward life. A telling statement about his outlook
toward the world, and consequently his enjoyment of it,
is found in Galatiane; **...for by seane of his cross the
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worla it rtead to me, an£ I am dead to the worlo. .
'
8M last characteristic in which he is predominantly
»n-actualising is in the area of resistance to ^ncul duration.
is extrawely malleable when it co&ee to meeting the
needs of others t *I have become all things to all sjen..**
.Kxere is a wajor clifferanee between Paul and Ksslow*s
theory; .*1aslow conceives of a wan operating in a culture
tch sakes one set of denanas anct ancultu ration has to do








with submission to that culture, ; &ul , rather, lived In
a tlise and situation in which atany culture® coulu he, brought
to bear on a single individual* raul's esode of operation
allowed his to be eneulturated in *&eh culture with which
he was confronted. -hUe it m&y be interpreted that he
successfully resisted eneultur&tion (and there is some
validity to this), what is lacking is th% picture of the
true Paul which Is »ifsentJ.allv free frost the cultures with
which he reacts. In the actualizing person there is &3 waye
m freedom to "be other than the culture and, it is expressed
in living j this is what is not evident in haul's relations
with people.
In two areas he would appear fross the reeora to be
predominantly aua lnali»lag« but there is some slight
evidence to the contrary. In the area of imperfection,
Biul appears as a strong, almost perfect man. £her® ara
no open revelations of his area of * sinfulness,* though
he consistently call© hisself ft sinner. Only in the area
of physical weakness is ther any direct evidence that
anything <*e common as an imperfection is part of Paul
.
=other area, which is significant in tsr$»s of seeing
the person in an overview of his development, is in resolution
02 dichotomies within the person. Jtaml successfully presents







that this resolution has taken plsoe in one ftrf e is
74both fr®e and slave at the sasse tiwe. r the better
pert of the selected record, however, there is a strong
eaintenance of dichotomy. MM of the spirit end sen of
the world are at complete qw%b and seen to be outside
7S
the possibility of resolut . ffee iHchotony is best
seen in his view of how he is related to Jesus :hrlet; he
says, "...it is no longer I who live, tut it is v&riet
who lives in me. 2here cannot be & coexistence of Pan!
and Jesus within him; it is either one? or the other. Ifclf
strong: insistence upon dichotomy is further seen in his
approach to the opposition of the Spirit to the 1M| he
insists that there can be only one or the other. It is
well to note here that he is not re&lly able to eliminate
the wg« fro*? his life and to operate out of .spirit, as
audi as he presents this as an ideal j hie strong dej>enctence
upon Law sill be seen in the section on autonomy where that
dependence is in conflict with the position*
Biers regain yet seven characteristics in which there
seems to be opposing information with regard to Paul, where
it cannot be said that he is or is not actualizing? the
74







opposition between two sicies of. the same issues stands in
the way.
ffee first of these is his efficient perception ©1
reality, Els tendency to be efficient and to operate out
of hie efficiency is foun hie high regard for his own
humanity end denial oi the elevation to ip which the
77
sen at Lystra would have done.' Sale is opposed by his
lack of reality in dealing with the hususin issues and <iivi-
eions within the church, tw seems to fa.il to Vve able to
touch the reality of tfivision which is the nature of human
beings who enter voluntarily into organisations; he Remands
that the Corinthians be "completely united, with only one
thought and one purpose.' 1 ere is another failure to
perceive reality correctly in regard to leaking judgments
about conduct or behavior, hie own and others. ' Kow, j
as not at all concerned about being Judged by you, or by
any human standard; I don't even paes judgment on myself. ••
you should not pass judgment e on anyone before the ri^ht
time comer*, e immediately, in the next chapter, proceeds
to awake a very stern Judgment about a persoi; to ttenand
80
that he be removed from the fellowship of the church.
77Acts V:t1i:, 1B l Corinthians 1;10. *9j Corinthians 4 :?©5
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orinthians 5x1-5.










Another characteristic in which there is conflict is
that of acceptance. Bt shows a strong tendency toward
acceptance of his own situation and of that of other per-
sons in some settings; the reverse tendency comes through
with eoual or greater force and is seemingly mora destructive
Let »e illustrate, his own situation when he is in prison
is not pleasant, but he is found singing hymns ana praying
at stldnlght; even when He is given the opportunity to
escape , he refuses because he sees it as an opportunity to
B ibring the xaessage of 8*4 to others. I is able to
accept this as the present position and belief of the
people and to see in it an opportunity to bring the siessa
oi God* It is as though he is able to see an<3. accept the
nature of turn when he sees hia in contest with God antf the
possibility of opening up relationship.
On the other si3« at this same issue is his tendency
to be non-accepting. iThe first incident is before his
conversion experience but is chosen in spite of that fact
because it illustrates something of the basic rs&ke-un of
.a t or **Hul an he was then called. She reaction to
whleh I turn i© that to the growth of the Christian church;
as a Jew he was totally opposed to the new sect and sought














to go up to ^amaaeus anrt bring; the believer* feck where
they would toe punished in Jerusalea.
mother example Q Is tendency la seen in hi lure
to be accepting of the totality of huss&n nature*
presents to the gel «t til— a dichotORous situation which
denies t effectively, one whole side of the nature of a?an
as aod h#te created hisi. It is as though he ?ftto lives
in tense of human nature aa a vile* filthy, aliens ted person;
while he who is in the spirit is precisely the opposite.
/he error in this thinking is that somehow the elements
of both sides of this dichotomy are found in the other;
there in no way to avoid the whole of human nature regardless
of the ideal which he may present,
ffe« tendency toward problem centering as opposes* to
need motivation centering ie present to a high o'egree in
}*&ul. iTnquestionahly he seovea co&pletely outside himself
and focuses on that which is a benefit for humanity. KM
opposition to being actual lalug in this area coatee
from the almost eomsmlsive need to present the case for
the gosijel ? it presents an opposition in which the person,
in this oase /aul, is lost for the eake of the eauee.
n» of the areas in which there is the most conflicting
material is that of autonomy. Umm again there is a seeming
net latians lileV'M)*
o.l $•;, VMM
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choice to relinquish autonomy from uod, as was the ease
with Jesus; in the tine of his calling to serve Jesus
Christ, he took upon himself an autonomy from all men hut
devoted himself to God. air* ha emphasises hie autonomy
when he insists upon his freedoa in relation to circum-
cision for those with whom he ministers, uircumeision or
uneireumeision have no meaning under grace, >ut only under
Law. If anyone need*? or imnos«» circumcision, then there
8*5
is no need for grace because the Law must be sufficient.
inhere ie a fine line here between freedom from the Law
«hich Hod (f^ave and freedom from wods but this issue is
left unresolved.
In opposition to the neeasing freedom t&ieh fee preaches
in the ahove portions, there is ou&ntity of material
which is to the contrary. ;«irst there is the relationship
with God which seems to he less a choice and more a
determination If ttod oybv which aul has no aay. SfcOXt
wis an instance in which iaul wished to preach in Asia,
a*
hut the Spirit would not let him. In writing to the
latian Christians he speaks of returning to Jerusalem
fourteen years earlier 'because 0*4 revealed to me that I
should go**97 xhere is a lack of autonomy here whi.
W* Mm
8
*Galatians 1 s1^-19. 85 ^ Corinthians ?|1t«*fc4l Gal at fans <>:'/.









Indicates a pressure, a lack of free will.
ven 8*0re significant is his relationship with the
Christiana whoa he has converted to the christian faith.
he strongly disavows the Law as is shown In the first
paragraph on this characteristic. however, he seems to
place another law just as strong in its place. It Is as
though there is a new jaw which eozaes to replace the old,
hut that on this occasion it corses by the hanri of i&ul
.
the letter to the Corinthians is notable for the setting
of rules. It is not always stated in terns of law or of
absolutes, but finds its ways subtly in terns* or imposed
'beats »• *ith regard to carriage he states, *S as not
trying to put restrictions on you. j instead I want you to
<Jo what is right and proper, an<3 give yourselves completely
to the Lori** service without any reservation.. ..the man
who marries his girl does well, tut the one who does not
aarry her will da even better." J e uses this method
frequently* lie states that he does not vast to impose
restrictions, but sieves with his argument in such a way
as to imply that taking a position other than his own is a
lesser position. *hat raally seems to he the issue is
that of controlling or being coatrollad; the question of a
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control or set clown regulations can toe illustrated nuseroue
tl&en, especially in his writing to the Corinthian© •
Perhaps th« area which ia mo»t closely related to
Autonomy is the discrimination between this end and rre&ns,
between good and evil » For r-aul 4iscrimination MB only
be in one way; it is almost as though the rights* and wror
are absolute . .ihe opposition which is Jound in hie writing
is in this absolute sense. : e ftpfMNMt&y is the final
earthly arbiter in raattere of discrimination. *here, he
finds that sosae of the Corinthians have resorted to legal
aeans to settle disputes, he takes hisisell' to be a failure.
M becomes so MttgM up in the g»al*U in the enas, that
the seans fcecoae a smothering structure. STtii* relates to
the whole area of his orientation in time whic* hall
mention at the end of this section.
al*s feelings ox" identification with humanity is
saaewhat more narrow than that of Jesus, however, it is
still very strong as can be demonstrated fcy his attempt to
be all things to all men; it did not seem to matter whether
the aan was weak or strong, Jew or Uentile, slave or free.
2he Rotivatiii£ force was that all humanity needed the gospel .
I'he notable opposition to this strength cosies in the letter
to the Galatlnns* 'ihe assertion that we are to "help carry
Corinthians 6;7.
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one another's fcurdens*;9 Is aimed primarily at helping *»
bear the hurden's of other christians ; there ie r differen-
tiation between humanity as a whole and humanity wnich
belongs within the Christian eosjmunity. This is outside
the understanding of identification which Knirlft¥ pi'ssente.
.e democratic character structure which is an essen-
tial part ot the self-actual isser is certainly evident in
Paul's relationships. Em has contact with the poor,
governors* Greeks, Jews, slaves. In one place he admonishes
the people that "Hone of you should "be proud of one man
and despise the other. Sals I take to support this
very facet of hie personal belief. Bxe area which he
fails %o take into consideration is perhaps more important
for the present day. j&at is the relationship with women.
follows the tradition of his time when he states that
a woman should not speak in the church * and implies th^t
*5
a woman lis not the glory of Cod as man is. owever,
even in this he does not maintain that a woman cannot he
a significant power in relationship tor in en* he
includes 'some of the leading women*1 when he talfcs a*out
the eonvereion of some Greeks to the faitfe.
ialatians 6*?. ^ 1 I Corinthians 4t€s«
9P
















. inally, the value systets which arisen for Paul doee
so out of the strength of his faith rather than in hie
relationshio to others an£ the internal, relationship of
himself to the various facets of his personality, he is
still structured considerably to the Jaw and its meaning.
I will grant that it is * modified Law which has a grt
dependence upon love ana e; what is significant ie that
fee values arise oat of the Law which is external rather
than internal*
ere are three areas which are outside the character-
istics as espoused by Kaslow, hut are so closely related
as to be significant: orientation in tise, development of
potential, and stanijftilative techniques with person?. ul
is almost consistently future oriented, t whole cu&lity
of life so far as he is concerns d has to do with how it
relates xo the future, that is to the time when salvation
will ultimately be worked out. ihc fasaous section of the
great love chapter which has to do with giving up childish
things is a looking forward to the future. ilhe question
of whether to aarry or not aisrry rests upon the mantity
and vitality of work that can foe accomplished in preparation
for the future, ultimately, the quality of each man*e
W»"W « *+




work will he tested during the livst times when the Day of
96
rist exposes it, It gives the strong iauression that
the significance can only rest In the future and the
present is of little concern except that it is a vehicle
for getting to that point in time.
The second is that of the development of potential.
I see a weakness in Paul's position with regard to this.
j&e ^evelopaient of the j&tential of the person is completely
lost in the neect to carry the goenelj he himself loses
sight of sfc&tever potential he Right have developed in
himself because he was constantly aware of how he must act
for the £oo£ of someone else. "Just do as I it! I try
to please everyone in all that X do, with no thought of
»y own &ood # bit for the good of all, so they might be
saved." ' ' *hile this is an adralrahle notive, it aoes
stand in the way of actualization which might serve a
greater rjuriiose in the long run.
finally, >aul is extremely manipulative in his Sealing
with people. E« is not averse to manipulating them so that
he aay nreaeh the gospel or that he !*ay work some gain
for the cause as he sees it. tklM is illustrated in two
passages. In the stox*y where he is a prisoner because of
his preaching anc the Jail if* rocked by an earthquake, he
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j»lght well have escaped and othere as well. lut neither
isul or anyone else took advantage of the opportunity.
Instead he usecl the feeling ox* relief which were fos-
tered in the jailer to gain an opportunity to preach to
am
hia and his family in his home. ; ietil&rly he uses his
iMtt citizenship us an opportunity to gain access to
another situation, I call it manipulative for he uses ths
hub gaart t© save nits £ro& the crowd and only at the last
sosjent before he is to be beaten does he reveal th&t he
has rights atout which the soldiers go not know, is
ease citissmnship iinally gives him access to some of the
highest officers of the HMMM government of the time,
perhaps even to Caesar himself.
2he purpose of the paper to this -point has been to
look closely at actualization theory with ft view to
evaluating it for use in pastoral counseling. In order
to do this t it was necessary to compare the characteristics
of the actualizing person gainst the lives and teachings
of the two »ost prominent individuals in the early life
OJf Christianity, Jesus ana it. tuI . Ft is absolute} y
clear that the theory is consistent with the life &na
teachings of Jesus? other than the religious assets of
his teaching, there is little which Jesus taught about
* Corinthians 16: 1 - . 8i23M .
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behavior which cannot toe found in actual ligation theory.
It must toe taken for granted that the motivation behind
the toeharior isay fee vastly different since it is out of
the religious greets that the aotivation arise©,
'Paxil on the other hand is in a s-uite different
position when it coses to actualization* His whole approach
to life, apart from the basic religious belief which fee
shares with *fesus* has elements of conflict with the theory
proper an«! with the characteristic® which it reeogni ess
in persons who are actual! sers.
It seems to mm that the wain difference toetween the
two lays i their anthropological view, Uerfcalnly it is
different f&r the two sien. k isan must know what he
believes about man hefore talcing an the task of living*
lor jaany the belief is so&ething that is ingrained early
in life and is never Sealfc with as current reality. It
seems easy enough to take the negative feelings of parent
toward others ano: assume that those feelings and experiences
are valid for tooth parent &ns" ehUd; that is* to ^eneralige
theis to a world view. Since large nuctbsrs of vev&anst
assusse that iaan f s *un-gooaness r is truth, the only way that
it can be challenged is through conscious decision to
trust in spite of previous experience,
Jesus would appear to have decided upon the basic
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goodness of Bias as £od*s creation, though be recognised
the propensity to live in a way which had been represented
as contrary to &od*s ordered way of life, he did not allow
the ether person's choice to destroy relationship. 'Shis
is most poignantly stated in the case of the woman who was
caught in the act of adultery, r.hcn ©?@ryone had left then
alone because no one could admit to being without sis,
Jesus sent her on her way with these words, "Either do
1 condemn you; go; tt&i 3o not sis again.' is relation-
ship with her regained in tact and she was left to decide
for herself what course of action she would follow and how
she would deal with what was 8, sin.'" ; 'tfaough hiB basic trust
is not always eo pointedly shown, it is inherent in all
his contacts with people,
?a«l, on the other hand, seems to ha ye a basic
distrust for people . irhere Is the tendency to check up
on the current position of those with whom he has "been
close. **t ol this relationship he is able to control
where their beliefs asay $• sg though he is the final arbiter
of toe-lief; he is also able to control the direction of
ethical stance as though he is rightfully the judge of
such matters • Here again his action is probably closely
controlled by his feelings of reliance upon the law or
-opriety as ha had known it. &e matter of control applies,
~^r~:John 8 ; 11.
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not only to those with whoas he has contact, but etu&lly
ana perhaps wore stringently to himself. Paul gives the
impression of being under very tight reign as though he
fears deeply that hie feeling* will penetrate and he will
3 one self-control; hie v&olc stability seems to be built
upon what other* think of hir therefore of his 3ood
Kerns' in Jhrist* "...I make myself everybody's slave, ..
liw* like a Jew... I live like a &e»tile» ••among the weak
in faith I become weak like one of thesi... d become all
thing* to all men, that I may gave some of them by nny
101
mean* possible. It i* no wonder that Paul appear* to
be under tight reign when he ssuat so control himself and
be a different Paul with each new culture and environssni
scene. It is also highly questionable whether he eoul,
with any reality, continue to change naesks to suit the
occasion clay after <?&yj &.nd even if it were possible &t
what level would the real Paul exist or emerge, if
he doe* live such ft life, he must he among the most
manipulated/manipulative |j*rssones of all time; hie sense
of being was totally given over to living his understand*
lag of the Christ; this is true to the eytent that he
says,*' •••it 1* no longer I who live, but it is C&rist who
live* In me... . fi
»»wiiwrfjii waw i
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^elf».*ctaallgatifln ana the Pastoral Counselor
•i!he direction in which the life of Christian© anct the
church hap moved has "been in that which Taul so aaly
presented a* the Miiil In the apintles. The new legalism
is evident throughout the church, ftalns and regulations
goveraiM almost every aspect of life can be derived 13
the church**? teaching, often without A el ear understanding
oi how they ease about or what their meaning is for the
present, Xhe church is other-worldly; there la little to
cowatemi the present world invo3 vesnent in it ; the hope
to veil eh it clings is one of a promised life after death,
^R9 command to love fK;d and the neighbor Ml the self has
been perverted into a sweet life without discomfort, anger
or fear; it fails to take into account that love car,,
and sojsetisies must, include all those things, Sfef church
which follows Paul is often dead, joyless &n& }os?tj it is
manipulated to the point that there is no longer real
being within it; it ha® no freedom.
It is with this in Kind that the task of the pastors!
counselor takes on ft new direction* Jt was fross that noint
of view that the search for ft new model of counsel tag was
Begun. ftH acceptable; mo<3el is found in the actualizing
m*mm >
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Jesus. Sfci modal srrves a two fold purposes as & way in
which the counselor can seek to grow in hie rel&tionehi
and as a go&l toward which th* counselee cray be directed.
stacking the problem from a negative point of visw,
it may be well to examine the presentation of Paul for
aspects of his teaching which we may wish to avoid even
as the positive is Bet forth in terms ox Jesus. First end
perhaps the sjost important raeetion that one jsay ask from
an analysis of Paul's life ana: teaching iff: frhat part
does solitude, detachment, and the need for privacy play
in his life? It is a significant uestion ainee the tempo
of his life eeesss to have been quite like the tempo which
is stereotyped in the ministry of the clergyman in twentieth
century America. It is a tempo which allows for little
solitude, and yet, if there is to be significant human
relationship there must tee the dmlopment of an inner
resource w* ieh arises in solitude and in which the person
Is comfortable in solitude.
other area of concern in looking at the analysis
of Paul is the nature of his relations with tfee various
congregations which he founded or served. Almost without
fail they are deep relations with huge numbers of persons?
not only are they deep relationships nfoich develop*-* at a
significant period in time, hut they are relationships
which have continued to live lows; after the separation has
±tm *S van ti
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taken place. It is almost as though he has never said
goodbye. It seems like a symbiotic relationship which is
ultimately destructive for both sides when a final termi-
nation of relationship mat coste. fehile it is essential
that relationships of some depth he established , it is
probably not possible that there are many clergymen who
are capable of establishing profoundly d^ep relationships
with many people at the same tijne; as has been pointed out
in Maslow 1 © theory, it takes considers hie energy to establish
and sustain such relationships and that few people are able
to do for any prolonged period of time, what is to be
learned from what happened between Paul and hie congrega-
tions in terms of actual! station is that few deeply personal
relationships for the counselor are possible and that even
when those no longer serve a purpose or are alive, they
should be terminated to make room for new, dynamic relation-
ships which continue to add freshness and vitality to life.
«iSi« method in which Paul dealt with the jharlsees,
at least to the degree that it is possible to relate to
it in the chosen scriptures, is clearly lacking in any
sense of humor and is open to alienation of the person as
well. Vihile an#er is realistic in tenss of emotion and
is not to be* suppressed necessarily, it does not serve to
enhance personal, relations when it is used vitriolically










racteristic of resistance to acculturation 9
••en frosi the negative position which fmtSk follower^ is
another area of growth for the clergyman; it is my feeling:
that there is already change tftlrtm; place an£ there have
"been substantial steps forwar . 'anl lived in a highly
changeable structure due to hie constant state of travel
i
he came into contact with a gjtftut ^any cultural variations;
he yielded to pressure, hoth internal Mi external, to
follow the codes of th© culture in which he found hiaself
.
It is not unusual for a clergyman today to find himself in
a siailJ.r situation. It is not usually a matter q£ his
physical movement fross place to place as it If confrontation
from those among his congregation who are extremely moMl**
I3*ere are whole sets of cultures ana subcultures with
their own values and behaviors. It is essential that the
pastoral counselor, who way serve wany pari&h situation
each with its o*ni variety of cul tares » to have his own
behaviors and value© with which he is comfortable and does
not feel need to he protected frosj external influence.
un6er constant hOBshardment fro« cultures an4 suh-cultures
it is the responsibility of the counselor to he uniquely
his o*n MB) .
Closely rel*.te3 to the ahove area is another which is







of jaan. Title Is one of the sost difficult areas with which
t) e counselor ?sjust deal in his own life. t*:he stereotype,
again, gets in the way. "here is a tendency for the
people to plane the clprgyEan on a pedestal; it is unfor-
tunate when the clergyman or counselor places himself in
that position. Bae siore we are able to accept within
ourselves the weaknesses and imperfections that plague
our lives, the sore we will be able to operate in such
manner as to assist our people to ttHUfi their own and •*»«
te area of acceptance of self, others ana nature is
one «feich needs some discussion from the point of view
from which Paul approached it. i'here is ft distinct ten-
dency on the part oi 1 to accept a man whose views
differ from his own with some kind of mental reservation*-
.
It is as though ke can accept the person eo Jong, as the
opportunity to change hia is present. Sew as with other
gospel accounts, when the opportunity for change bring
*
no results, he R shakes off the dust of his s&owu* I can
only take this to sie&n that he terminates relationship
with the person. I see acceptance in another way growing
out of this same basic association. Acceptance can mean
to me to be able to take the person at face value and to
accept the decisions which she or he saay sake; it is
allowing the person to be ultimately responsible and
'. tu©o •
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continuing to respect and love him without !•! IliiMlin. the
relationship.
%e other aspect of acceptance i« one distich needs to
be dealt with frora this point of view as well. That is
the acceptance of the nature of man as a unity. In
.». atians -aul presents the C&ristian "Spiritual man'-' as
*gQQ&* while human nature is the polar opposite. Wm%
needs to be said here is thai the unity of amn comprises
both sides, that 0*4 created MBA good with all the
qualities which he has. «hat Ban chooses to do with those
qualities and even his emotional sake-up, may sake there
seen t.' e opposite of gooo .
.e issue of autonomy is one with which thp pastors!
counselor must tfe&l* both for binself an<3 for the counsel ee.
l-iia own autonomy was touched tn resistance to encu 3 turation.
>or the counsel ee there met be I trong Insistence that
each person rely on himself and he responsible to rod
for hireself . Where ?aul tended to encourage rather
dependent relationships, it i& the task of the pastoral
counselor to direct p*en an4 woiaen back into their own
strengths anc; sufficiencies. £his will include the whole
issue of staking * san responsible for hip own rules &n<i
their enforcement rather than the imposing of rules upon











two of the issues which wer* raised at the end of
the analysis of Paul recuire further discussion at this
point. ,he first, orientation in tine, shou3 3 he looked
at fro® the Pauline stance because it is so often the
stance taken within the church* Paul spent m great deal
of tlsse living in tomorrow* his entire life style see^s
to have been one of denial of the present, looking only
to the future where the hidden promise lay* 53s« message
of Jesus and Paul relating to the symbols of suoeess,
necessity, and se!f~defense are not far apart. Jut where
Jesus was freed fros? these motivation® in order to live
the day to the fullest for whatever opportunity it soight
bring:, Jau3 was living today only for what the future
prosieed; it was &is route to the future* It is easy to
stu&Vle into that orientation when the future promi&m is
so easily recognised, hut the present is* also part of what
has Veen promised as eternal life and as eueh it too is
worth the living.
initiative techniques are part of the potential of
every man 5 frost the moment the child learns that he can
get a response fross the mother at the sound of a cry, we
Ve&in to learn the art of ^anipalatlon. It is not always
to be »nni ijulative. For the most ^.rt the value to
be placed on manipulation shoulu I* arrived at jointly Vy





calls for a degree of honesty &nrf. implies genuine relstion-
shi . erhaps in the eourselim- PSlstlsatfilp there if?
room for manipulation httsed on the contract which is
arrived at mutually with certain go&le in minvi. Ihat kind
of Manipulation for the £00- the counsels© may fce called
both helpful an<i good, shere the manipulation is carried
out to serve the netds of the counselor* it may fee called
bar;.
raing now we will view stcttt&lls&tion fron* the positive
aide in terse of the analysis of Jesus v teaching tOMd life.
In soise instances little will be said since the application
of the characteristic to counseling will he self-evident?
in others the subject will have been covered sderu&tsly
having dealt with it fros? Paul's point of view. In movj;
through the list of ch&rsscteri sties comments will be m&&e
from tima to time on the applicability of e. particu3
ite« for the growth of the eonnseleee. I want to eerph&siae
tfeftt this theory say he expected to produce growth and
broadening for both counselor sm£. counselee* **t it is
essential that the counselor begin to move toward actual!-
station himself and to understand the elements in it before
he can adequately assist others on the road,
» perception oi reality with efficiency is one of







he Is unable to assist the couaselee. One of the wa^or
tanks of the counselor is to be in contact with Mb own
and the reality of the other, 'i'hie reality will take into
account aspects of all the other characteristics because
it is inter-related to each, xfce significant aspect of
the characteristic for the counselor is the fact that in
this reality the known andthe unknown exist aide fey side
without the need for anxiety or the panicky urge to organise
the personality; there is no need for conscious knowledge.
tn working witn the counselee often there If no aeceee
to conscious kno leclge and it ie essential that the counse-
lor he ahie to exist in this state without anxiety or
panic. Zkif ie one of the areas in which it ie eesentinl
that the counselee he called uxion to grow. Bui counsels©
who does not or cannot Maintain contact efficiently If
suffering from a basic deprivation which is need motivated*
*hil@ acceptance fro® the negative 7>olnt of view raised
soae issues, it ie well that it be raised here frog? the
positive point of view. acceptance is also that cua3 ity
Which ie equivalent to forgiveness and it was fro« this
point of view that Jesus so often worked. It cannot ke
totally ee pirated frosi the view previously presented. It
ic aa accepted fact in mo&t circles that the pastoral
counselor must Tse ready to offer this forgiveness and
•q »4*
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the assurance that alienation has either not taksn place
over Mi act which has "been committed or that the recon-
ciliation )mr- taken place, that worth or value ©an be
restored in the persons own eyes, l>er& again, we are faced
with one of the actual.iains behaviors which is essential
to the life of the couneelee. without acceptance, especially
in this form, there will be a major block to growth for
the worthlessnese that grows out of guilt will serve that
purpose.
Ml ri^iri rules and structuring can helper any relation-
ship, fttfl is a need for the freedom which It *sct«ri£ed
by spontaneity. >'or the pastoral counselor it is essentially
the freedom to deal with any material as it is presented
without embarrassment or inhibition; it is th. P ity to
n for sessions and to be able to set asiiie those p3?vng
when the occasion demands; it is t\ XI ity to offer
warmth or criticise or anger as the opportunity demand*.
e quality of detachment and the need for iiii vacy Ir
one *hich the pastoral counselor *ill probably have to
cultivate within himself. \ inee most will have come out
of the milieu of the parish, they will be used to strenuous
schedules often running from one appointment to another.
lure to take advantage of periods of privacy will take
its toll; it will be destructive to ttee counselor and will





eounselees. fM lesson from Jesus should not be t&ken
lightly. }>ot only ciid he worship corporately with his
tlftttlples, but he regularly took time away when he went
to pray. Qm tiae of aataclueent was one of growth end
readying tor a new period of intense relationship with hie
iol lowers, :o ssust it be for the counselor, but it may
take effort to learn to detach himself,
utono«y i« certainly a factor for the pastoral counse-
lor, out it should not hi interpreted to WMfefl that he is
totally autonomous, B« is first not autonomous from ' od
?
the very naae implies that the relationship is a binding
one, but one which has, hopefully* been taken entirely
voluntarily, secondly, his autonomy iros the rules of men
aust, at the least, take into consideration what he is
cowjaittea to a specific church whether local or on a larger
level.
rhaps one of the cJiaracteristi.es which might most
reasonably be sought by the pastoral counselor is that of
continued fresh appreciation, ;or it is out of a fresh
appreciation of persons and their probleas that there is
possibility for growth and renewal, KM ability to see a
troubled narriage with all of its facets, good and bad, isust
be a re r»ea table and yet untrue experience; to see any one
of the countless problems of hu&an beings aiust be to see
the problem in light of a unique huisan beinir. ihe thing
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which its so striking about this quality in terms of counseling
is developing the ability to see the beauty which may be
hidden WMg a vast array of ugl two
,
emeinschaftsgefuhl or fll»p feeling© of identifi-
cation, sy&pathy and affection with and for huis&n being©
is hopefully a prerequisite for the pastoral counselor;
something that he need not cultivate. ahat he wi31 have to
cultivate in this regard is his own unique feeling response
to the pain, alienation, joy, etc., which humanity suffers?
it is only as he is able to come in touch with these things
in hiraself that he is able to help the counsel* e work
through his own problems in that area.
Sfes characteristics which Ulrtx terms democratic
character structure needs little comment. Ifels type of
relationship was at the heart of Jesus 1 ministry. The one
comment that ean be made is that the counseling relationshi
is not one of superior to inferior? it can $m& should he
a learning experience at living in which both persons take
something out of the relationship, one receiving more than
the other taut nevertheless receivin .
Jesus* sense of humor in the actualized sense has much
to aav to u» *e counselors who work in the context of the
church. It can serve the sane effect as it did with Jesus
:
to deflate those who need deflating, hut in a way that is
•*1
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not destructive, it is well for the counselor to remember
that deflation may be a personal need and that a little
->or self-directed may be in order. i other neec? which
it «ay serve is that 03' teaching the eoun^elee that life
is not all seriousness; that there 1© nothing which fo-
any Christian from having a good laugh which is not at the
expense of others, ihis seesis to "be a growing need which
every pastor fc»ouId be seeking to meet, hut say be extremely
important in the province o£ the pastoral counselor who
is dealing with persons who take life very seriously Mri
perhaps too rigidly,
The final, characteristic is the one which is perhaps
hardest to achieve and aay even toe seen to be almost
iapossible to in at a youn# a^«j it ie the resolution
of dichotomies. It is the ability to bring together all
the opposites and allow thc» to axist in harmony, without
differentiation frora each other, in such a state each nair
of oppoaites «ay be operant in any given act. It is to
seek the balance between the two, ?o be at once spiritual
ana natural, selfish and unselfish, here again there is a
lack of anxiety which brings about a c&Iiyi and o?w.ness which
Bakes for broadened relationships. It is an ideal, but a
















>e question will ultimately ha asked; -ut how does
one become an actualisin** pWHP»1 in part the answer if*
that every person is actualizing to some ere^rree, some are
•ore intensely involved in the process than others, rhe
key word is process. It is a going forward, a growth, a
aoveaent of the ptffti| more in poriant it ig not a process
which reaches an end point. Ho person ever co&ea to the
point where he is aisle to say that he is actualized* that
he has enveloped his potential to the fullest*
t the important statement is that there are steps
which can he taken, fiaslow has identified eight types of
10~
behavior which lead toward actualization* jftiese eight
steps nay be applied to the counselor or to the counseleej
they may he for self-help or for the counselor who has
hiiaself begun the journey and respects the results and
desires to assist others in ssoving on that patit.
*irst. it is essential that one begin to re-leam
" experiencing full • vividly, selflessly..* .with total,
absorption. it means to he able to give up the self-
consciousness of the adolescent. At this moment one is
self-actualizing because there is a dropping of defenses.
e key for this step i« in losing the awareness of self
for the raoBsenx.
10^
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oond, life is a series of choices; there are pro-
gression and regression choices; whenever one It confronted
by choice, it in always betweer. the two. time one
makes the choice for progression there is a aova toward
actualization. Ita movement towur3 defense, toward safety,
toward fear is a regression choice and is away froo* actual i*
cation, /his is where the ict^a of the process becomes
significant; for each st< rd or toward ^rovfch is a
step toward actualization.
ird, to speak of self - actualization is to imply
that there is a self to MfauAiMI that there is something;
with which to work. Eke third step is to begin to listen
to the barest beginnings of the ecO . or the most part
we function by listening to the external voices which we
have intro^ected in she act of maturing? in the act of
actualizing we must cose to take responsibility for our self
and listen to the voice which speaks out of it. re is
risk involved in this because it means that one must learn
to speak out of himself and not out of what he thinks some*
one else expects him to cay or something he hat* heard ; he
must learn to listen from his voice and that is not easy.
>urth, 'when in doubt, be honest. This step has
to do with the taking of personal responsibility. ty
is something which is assumed In most circles, but we
games with it frequently • o listen to that inner voice

peak out of it is to take responsibility.
t
, U person who listens to his inner, iipnlM
voice must be red to rent, unpopular, non-
coni
o
rr.i ftt« mly as he (3i;rc8 to I ti in those areas
where he may "be un truly Bel kmalliing.
Slxtk, it mean the o a«t*AllM one
tentialities at any time, it requires a constant use
intelligence in o BOmvwr what one f s potentiali-
ties are, but it also means tl the steps to develop those
potentiality . t is movement t eing the test one
has the capacity to "be,
nth, setti: the condition** so that it is
possible for peak experiences to take . ne o,
things tnat is required in setti: Ltioat und
which these moments of ecstasy or transient actual! sat ion
can become real is the destruction of false notions j it
may also be to know what ontt is not
what one's potentialities are not.
eighth, it means the exposure of psychopathology; e
once that pathology is identified, having the courage to
give it up. ihere is no question that this step is a
painful one because it means that the painful things that
have been defended against must come into consciousness
but the oain is removal of repression which is not an




3Haslow , 6 actualization theory has a &reat deal to
offer pastoral counseling, III is a balance for the more
"spiritual* approach. It in undoubtedly consistent with
the teachings of Jesus, so much so tl nnot help
but wonder if the "basic c teristics to sorse degree
did not grow out of a . edV;^ of the life of Jesus;
itiaslow indirectly denies this, however, in his introduction
to the methodology used. It is an opportunity for the
pastoral counselor to see his own humanity more fully and
to appreciate the full humanity of each counselee; this
after all is what the Christian faith is all about. ;t was
ecisely for humanity that Jesus was the Incarnate Bern of
uod. Tor the counselor to utilise this theory, then, is
to enter into a teaching relationship with the counselee
in which the latter commits himself fully to his own humanity
and begins to work it out ; simultaneously the counselor is
continuing his own process toward possession of his full
humanity. It benefits both and they become fellow travelers
on the road which it* in full conformity with their faith.
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